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Queen of Fire is the ending to the trilogy Raven's Shadow, a fantasy series that I felt wasn't groundbreaking but I
enjoyed nonetheless. Queen Lyrna is bringing the fight to Volarian soil in order to end the war once and for all.
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Queen of Fire is an epic fantasy novel by Anthony Ryan. It is the third book of the Raven's Shadow series. "The Ally is
there, but only ever as a shadow, unexplained catastrophe or murder committed at the behest of a dark vengeful spirit.

In preparation for the final book, I also reread the first two books in the series Blood Song and Tower Lord. In
doing so I gained some valuable insight into rereading books that I want to share with all of you. The
mind-blowing insight is essentially that sometimes rereading a book makes you like it a lot more. I know, your
mind is blown. For those of you unfamiliar with the series, Blood Song is a fast paced story about a boy taken
into a military order as a child. He is then raised to be a member of an elite group of warriors whose purpose is
to protect their country from harm. It is also one of my favorite books ever. The book has the school element
that Harry Potter and Name of the Wind do so well combined with a squad of well developed and interesting
characters. The first book is completely from the perspective of one character, Vaelin, and details a good
portion of his life, often jumping forward many years at a time as the book goes on. The book is exciting and
suspenseful, the plot is well written, the world building is excellent, and the book is beloved by numerous
fantasy fans young and old. Additionally, it has some of the best fighting and action around. If you have not
read Blood Song yet, I recommend you check out this book beloved by almost all who read it. Then we have
Tower Lord. I believe that much of the dislike for the book stems from a dramatic change in narration style;
going from one perspective to four. Many fans grew very attached to Vaelin, and were upset to see him share
the limelight with three other characters. Which is a damn shame, because the other POVs are all just as
amazing. When I initially read Tower Lord, I fell into the disappointed camp. In addition, Anthony Ryan does
not hold any hands when it comes to remembering who characters are. This becomes particularly important in
both Tower Lord and Queen of Fire, as tons of minor characters that I put out of my mind turn out to be
important to the plot. These two factors negatively colored my experience with the book, and I ended up
thinking it was a subpar sequel to one of my favorite books. The second time around, without the baggage, I
think I would say that Tower Lord is possibly a better book than Blood Song. The sequel has almost
everything Blood Song did, with a few bonuses. While the pace is a little slower, the book more than makes
up for it with three fantastic new points of view and a complexity that was absent in the first book. Through
the eyes of all four characters the world and cast is greatly expanded without losing any of the world building,
action, and excitement. I recommend rereading Tower Lord like I did if you did not enjoy it the first time
around. To continue pounding this message in, definitely reread the first two books before starting. If you feel
like you could use a book summary or glossary as you read it, your memory of the first two books is probably
not sharp enough to fully enjoy it. Some of you might not care about this, but I wanted to enjoy the finale to
one of my series as much as possible. Queen of Fire is in five point of views, expanding the cast of Tower
Lord with one additional voice. I think it would be best if I avoid any spoilers, so I will simply tell you it is
good. The book kicks off right from the start with a few great twists and keeps them going all the way
through. Queen of Fire shows that Anthony Ryan always had a deep and complex story planned from the start,
and that Blood Song was certainly just the opening chapters. The pacing remains fast and the action rises to
new heights of intensity. Overall I thought it an excellent end to the trilogy. In addition, the scope of some of
the final fights between armies were a little too large for me to fully grasp. I think that Anthony Ryan is a king
of combat description when it comes to individual players, but his larger battle field descriptions are not quite
on the same level. However, even with these minor complaints I still loved the book start to finish. If you have
not started Blood Song you should. If you are about to start Queen of Fire, make sure you have read the first
two recently and enjoy the conclusion to a great story.
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Sorting truth from myth is often a fruitless task. Except, to accomplish her goals, she must do more than rally
her loyal supporters. However, his path is riddled with difficulties. For the Volarian enemy has a new weapon
on their side, one that Vaelin must destroy if the Realm is to prevailâ€”a mysterious Ally with the ability to
grant unnaturally long life to his servants. In the aftermath of her victory in Alltor against the Volarians ,
Queen Lyrna gathers her alliance of Realm -folk and now decriminalised Gifted , and marches across the
realm to Varinshold. Meanwhile, The Shield leads her Meldenean allies to harry the Volarians at sea, and
Verniers heads to the Alpiran Empire on a diplomatic mission to seek aid against the Volarians. However, she
must do so without Vaelin Al Sorna who heads on a mysterious mission. In the wilds he discovers Erlin and
who he really is; the supposedly legendary Kerlis the Faithless who denied the Faith and was cursed to live
forever. Erlin leads Vaelin to a Memory Stone where he learns of the original people who built the Fallen City
and how The Ally was corrupted by sorrow at the death of his wife Essara, and killed by her brother Lionen.
Queen Lyrna prepares her invasion of the Volarian Empire, aided by Alornis Al Sorna who proves herself an
adept innovator in shipbuilding and military hardware. To prepare the assault, Frentis is pardoned for killing
King Malcius , provided he leads the vanguard into the Volarian Empire. Frentis is armed with a vial of the
dark viscous liquid from the High Priestess of the Lonak , which can free the Volarian slave soldiers from
their binding. Her fleet finally ready, Queen Lyrna embarks for the Volarian Empire. The Empress seems
intent above all in killing Lyrna herself; the so called Queen of Fire. In one attack the Empress draws the
Realm forces into a melee purely to allow her new Varitai , including a enslaved Aspect Arlyn , to attack
Lyrna in the flank. In the great arena they find Reva alive, having been forced to fight in a series of deadly
duels. However, the victory is short lived. The Ally, although securely bound, reveals his Gift which allows
him to freeze everyone like statues. Frentis promptly knocks The Ally unconscious. A tense exchange ensues
between Frentis and Elverah until she is shot through with arrows. When The Ally regains consciousness,
Weaver draws his power from him with his Gift. The Ally is then taken into the bowels of the arena where he
is forced to touch the mysterious black stone which consumes him. In the aftermath, much of the Volarian
Empire has been annexed into the Unified Realm. However, Verniers returns after his failed diplomatic
mission to inform Lyrna that the south has been annexed into the Alpiran Empire. In the end, Vaelin takes the
black stone that consumed The Ally on his journey back to the Northern Reaches. He smashes the black stone
to dust and scatters it into the sea.
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Now she must rally her troops and take back the capital from the Volarian invaders. But driving her hated
enemy out of the Realm will not satisfy her lust for vengeance - she wants to pursue them across the ocean and
burn their empire to ashes. To do so, she must place her faith in the Seventh Order: Vaelin Al Sorna would
sacrifice his life for his queen - and may yet have to. To this end, Vaelin must travel deep into the icebound
north, in search of a man who cannot die - and he must do it without the aid of his blood song, which has
fallen ominously silent Available as pdf, epub and kindle books to download pdf Queen of Fire: Non Spoiler
Sum Up of Feelings: I will have a soft spot for him always. I got really bored with it and it lost any shock
value. I read a ton of Epic Fantasty with huge casts and never have I had this problem as much as in this book.
Not a deal breaker for me usually but I was really unhappy with where he left the majority of the characters. I
was more upset when an Animal died than I was when some of the actual semi-main characters died not a
great sign. Well I suppose at the beginning. But in QoF it was really hard for me to distinguish between a lot
of the characters. I never really felt like I was reading 4 separate individuals when switching between them.
Part I was actually my favorite of the book. They are marching to the capitol city to try and take it back and I
still had so much hope for the book in this part. The suspense of what will happen when Vaelin and Frentis
finally meet up, will the aspects get out alive, will Alucius and Alornis reunite, who will kill Darnel etcâ€¦.
Davoka who was so awesome up until now ends up being a babysitterr and disappearing for half the book. To
say everything went downhill for me at this point is an understatement. I loved her as a disfigured
powerhouse, I thought it made her more. She gets healed and seriously is out for blood. Weaver picking up
some of her ability for speech and memory though was really interesting. Seriously I have never had a book
fail me so miserably on the romance front. I still never understood how he ended up in the beyond holding
them all prisoner. The Wolf turning out to be like a god was one of the most interesting things in the book to
me. It was an old power, there even before the Ally. I totally liked the idea of that and wish we could have
explored that even more. I became numb to all of the references to being raped, threats of rape and did I
mention the rape. Seriously how many atrocities can you mention, if you are a slave woman just assume you
will be raped repeatedly by any and all Volarian men. If you are a man you will be beaten bloody, whipped
and forced to fight to the death in the pits, made a slave warrior or perhaps just used for your strength. Or
killed and displayed in horrible fashion as a warning. I know this was supposed to be a dark fantasy but I got
bored with all the violence for the sake of violence. Everyone was traveling at the same time to different
places. The brilliant strategist made fatal flaws in quite a few places. Frentis is also traveling but at least he is
killing and building a slave revolt at the same time so his story is more interesting. Pointless deathsâ€¦Caenus,
Dahrena, Allucius etc etc etcâ€¦. Except for Allucius I was more upset about Snowball and the Slavehounds
deaths then any others. Galdiator - Well I did like the repore between the Shield and Reva, it was actually one
of the more fun relationships in the book. But this area seemed taken completely out of the movie gladiator
and just thrown in. But I was really nit-picky about everything by the time I was at this section in the book. Or
should I say the Non-Ending - What the hellâ€¦. But maybe it will take hundreds of years before he is
corrupted by it. Everyone in the beyond is free and moved on to whatever death holds for everyone else.
Sherrin Never shows up at all is just remembered in passing by a few people. Lyrna goes on to rule with no
King even though I thought a marriage with the Shield would have been great politically to give her a lasting
alliance with the Maldenians. As Vaelin is destroying the black stone I was just hoping for a second that his
song would sound again or that there was a hint of something happening but nothing. It is like AR left it
completely open because he intends to write more stories in this world. I understand that endings are hard,
especially in fantasy, but with Blood Song, the first book in this trilogy, Anthony Ryan created something
special and although the second book in the series Tower Lord was a slight misstep , I still enjoyed it, but to
say that Queen of Fire disapp There is no other way to say this other than this book broke my heart. I
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understand that endings are hard, especially in fantasy, but with Blood Song, the first book in this trilogy,
Anthony Ryan created something special and although the second book in the series Tower Lord was a slight
misstep , I still enjoyed it, but to say that Queen of Fire disappointed me would be the understatement of the
year. The United Realm has been invaded by the Empire of Volar, a sadistically evil nation who outwardly
practices slavery and appeals to the worse base of human nature and cruelty. You think something is barbaric
and cruel and dehumanizing, well the Volarians feel that is just the way of doing business. Not only are they
evil, but they are ruled in the background by a dark and mysteriously powerful being termed the Ally who
pulls the strings of the ruling council while also granting said members near immortality, mysterious abilities
and wealth beyond their wildest dreams. At the start of our novel, the people of the United Realm have just
crushed a large Volarian army at Alltor, the capital city for one of the provinces of the realm and are now
making plans to remove the Volarians from their capital city Varinshold and the remainder of the realm while
taking the fight to Volaria itself in order to ensure that the Volarians stay gone forever. The strength of the first
book of this series, Blood Song lied in the characterization of the characters. Every character in that book felt
unique, believable, and tangible and they spoke with their own voice. The characters all felt real and they grew
organically into full-fledged human beings in their own right. The biggest example of this was Nortah, a
character who was simply a jerk at the beginning of the Blood Song, but through the trials of the story
transforms into one of the better characters of the series. If at the start of Blood Song, you would have told me
that Nortah would become one of my favorite characters in the series and I would have never believed you.
Fast Forward and contrast that with Queen of Fire, and there is almost no characterization between hardly any
of the characters. Honestly, this phenomena is not entirely unique, as characterization died in this series with
Tower Lord, but I digress. In Queen of Fire, every character speaks with almost the same voice and little is
given to motivate their actions or why a character is doing anything. This is a problem, because there are A
LOT of characters in this book, a lot of side characters as well as POV characters, and while not all the POV
characters held my attention, the complete lack of character among any of the side characters made all of them
readily forgettable and caused none of them to stand out. In this book, it felt like the characterization took a
back page so that the author could focus more on his world building. That being said, I would highly advise
that you reread Tower Lord before you pick up this book, as you will need a cheat sheet of sorts to keep track
of who is who as you read the novel. Vaelin Al Sorna, ostensibly the main character or the hero of the series,
will go down as one of my favorite fantasy characters to ever grace the written page. However, his treatment
in this novel is nothing short of a disaster. To put it mildly, Vaelin in the first two novels was a man that you
did not want to cross, he was arguably the best swordsman alive and his Blood Song gave him nigh
omniscient. In Queen of Fire, that is pretty much all gone, as he has lost his blood song, which would not be so
bad, however, he has lost a lot of his ability to fight. Even though he regains both his confidence and his skills
early in the novel, in my opinion the damage had already been done to the character and for me personally he
lost a lot of his appeal, as his confidence and sure nature as well as his martial ability was what made him
appealing to me in the first place. Add to the fact that his POV chapters on the ice, were tedious to the
extreme, incorporating a lot of walking, a lot of mysterious and foreboding innuendo all seemingly building up
to a massive crescendo but in the end all being revealed in a gratuitous information dump. In retrospect, it was
all a waste of time. However, the biggest sin of this trek was that while the rest of the United Realm was
invading Volaria, ostensibly your main character is as far away as he can be from the action. At least in the
Tower Lord, Vaelin, got a scene at the end where he was able to effectively break and end the siege of Alltor,
but here he shows up at the end after all the fighting is said and done, he pulls another POV character aside,
gives an info dump and then kills the main baddie in a totally pedestrian and utterly forgettable manner. It was
extremely disappointing to say the least. That brings me two the villains in this novel. To label them mustache
twirling villains would be an insult to the mustache twirling villains association of America. The Volarians are
just evil with no redeeming qualities, and the two main baddies offer no sense of menace throughout the entire
novel. Eleverah was interesting the in the Tower Lord, and the Ally was that all powerful force behind the
throne of the most powerful nation on the planet, however circling back to the lack of characterization
argument, both of these characters are relegated to cartoon villainy in this novel. Eleverah was showing signs
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of growth in the last book, but all that is thrown away here, as she is just sadistic, cruel, petty and in the most
damning quality for a villain proved, she proved to be utterly incompetent. One could argue and the author
does imply that she is patently insane, but still insane villains can often be unconventional, unpredictable and
dangerous, of which Eleverah was none. It was so bad, that at the end, I found myself wondering, ok, maybe
she is crazy like a fox and there is some great stratagem that she has cooked up that will make this final
showdown great at the end. Also the Ally, while his origins were cool, his motives were weak, and a lot of
time was spent building up him as this great tool of death and destruction and then when you find out why he
is so evil, you are like, really? Also, to be the big baddie in the series, he went out in the worst manner you can
take out the main evil guy, it was fairly bad. Paper tigers of the world should stand up and take note, as this is
how you create a paper tiger. The empire of Alpira, the nation invaded by our heroes in the first novel has
been fighting Volaria for centuries, and Alpira wiped the floor with our heroes in the first novel. However, in
this book, Volaria went down like a good old fashioned house of cards. The Empress Eleverah, pulled a trick
here or there, but it never felt like the Realm was ever in any serious danger of losing even without the great
Vaelin Al Sorna in the forefront. The explanation given in the novel was that they essentially used up all of
their best troops trying to invade the United Realm, and slave revolts where stripping their ability to field a
decent army but this really was an anti-climactic way to set up a final war. This was utterly disappointing and
robbed the novel of any tension or sense of danger in the novel. I never thought one of our heroes would die,
even given the dour circumstances they were in, because the Volarians proved utterly incompetent to stop
them. The list of disappointments could go on and on, Brother Caenis once again gets short treatment,
although his character does get an interesting turn. Sherin does not show up yet again, which I found puzzling.
There is some good in the novel however. Blood Song, and ostensibly the entire series could be a referendum
on war and what it does to the powerless and those who fight it. That theme is carried on here throughout the
novel as Ryan does a great job showing the visceral effects of the Volarian invasion on the United Realm
while also showing the cost that liberation from said Volarians has on the Vox Populli, as well as the
liberators. The book also raises the question of when in the process of revenge do you become as bad as the
people you are reaping your vengeance upon? Does your cause remain righteous even when it causes you to
do unrighteous things? The book also shows how the strong the idea of vengeance and even religious fervor
can be whipped up by leaders to get a reluctant populace to stand up and fight a war even when their children
may starve throughout the winter given the devastation of their homes.
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Praise for the Raven's Shadow trilogy "Fans of broadscale epic fantasy along the lines of Robert Jordan's Wheel of Time
series and George R. R. Martin's Song of Ice and Fire novels should find this debut much to their liking."â€”.

Non Spoiler Sum Up of Feelings: I will have a soft spot for him always. I got really bored with it and it lost
any shock value. I read a ton of Epic Fantasty with huge casts and never have I had this problem as much as in
this book. Not a deal breaker for me usually but I was really unhappy with where he left the majority of the
characters. I was more upset when an Animal died than I was when some of the actual semi-main characters
died not a great sign. Well I suppose at the beginning. But in QoF it was really hard for me to distinguish
between a lot of the characters. I never really felt like I was reading 4 separate individuals when switching
between them. Part I was actually my favorite of the book. They are marching to the capitol city to try and
take it back and I still had so much hope for the book in this part. The suspense of what will happen when
Vaelin and Frentis finally meet up, will the aspects get out alive, will Alucius and Alornis reunite, who will
kill Darnel etcâ€¦. Davoka who was so awesome up until now ends up being a babysitterr and disappearing for
half the book. To say everything went downhill for me at this point is an understatement. I loved her as a
disfigured powerhouse, I thought it made her more. She gets healed and seriously is out for blood. Weaver
picking up some of her ability for speech and memory though was really interesting. Seriously I have never
had a book fail me so miserably on the romance front. I still never understood how he ended up in the beyond
holding them all prisoner. The Wolf turning out to be like a god was one of the most interesting things in the
book to me. It was an old power, there even before the Ally. I totally liked the idea of that and wish we could
have explored that even more. I became numb to all of the references to being raped, threats of rape and did I
mention the rape. Seriously how many atrocities can you mention, if you are a slave woman just assume you
will be raped repeatedly by any and all Volarian men. If you are a man you will be beaten bloody, whipped
and forced to fight to the death in the pits, made a slave warrior or perhaps just used for your strength. Or
killed and displayed in horrible fashion as a warning. I know this was supposed to be a dark fantasy but I got
bored with all the violence for the sake of violence. Everyone was traveling at the same time to different
places. The brilliant strategist made fatal flaws in quite a few places. Frentis is also traveling but at least he is
killing and building a slave revolt at the same time so his story is more interesting. Pointless deathsâ€¦Caenus,
Dahrena, Allucius etc etc etcâ€¦. Except for Allucius I was more upset about Snowball and the Slavehounds
deaths then any others. Galdiator - Well I did like the repore between the Shield and Reva, it was actually one
of the more fun relationships in the book. But this area seemed taken completely out of the movie gladiator
and just thrown in. But I was really nit-picky about everything by the time I was at this section in the book. Or
should I say the Non-Ending - What the hellâ€¦. But maybe it will take hundreds of years before he is
corrupted by it. Everyone in the beyond is free and moved on to whatever death holds for everyone else.
Sherrin Never shows up at all is just remembered in passing by a few people. Lyrna goes on to rule with no
King even though I thought a marriage with the Shield would have been great politically to give her a lasting
alliance with the Maldenians. As Vaelin is destroying the black stone I was just hoping for a second that his
song would sound again or that there was a hint of something happening but nothing. It is like AR left it
completely open because he intends to write more stories in this world.
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The spectacular conclusion to the New York Times best-selling Raven's Shadow series, which began with the critically
acclaimed Blood Song. Empires will fall. Queen Lyrna has survived the bloody siege of Alltor.

Janus Al Nieren â€” Son to Malcius, heir to the throne. Alornis Al Sorna â€” artist and sister to Vaelin. Adal
Zenu â€” Captain of the North Guard. Kehlan â€” Healer and brother of the Fifth Order. Hollun â€” Record
keeper and brother of the Fourth Order. Sella Al Sendahl â€” Wife to Nortah. Snowdance â€” A war-cat. Wise
Bear â€” Shaman to the Bear People. Wisdom â€” Sage elder to the Eorhil Sil. Insha ka Forna Steel in
Moonlight â€” Eorhil warrior. Davern â€” Shipwright and later Sergeant in the Army of the North. Frentis â€”
Brother of the Sixth Order, friend to Vaelin. Grealin â€” Master of Stores and brother of the Sixth Order.
Rensial â€” Horse-master and brother of the Sixth Order. Reva Mustor â€” Niece to Sentes. Arentes Varnor
â€” Lord Commander of the city guard. Bren Antesh â€” Lord Commander of Archers. Arken â€” Asraelin
youth, friend to Reva. Hughlin Banders â€” Knight and Baron of Renfael. Ulice â€” Illegitimate daughter to
Banders. Arendil â€” Son to Ulice. Illian Al Jervin â€” Escaped slave, friend to Davoka. Thirty-Four â€”
Former numbered slave and torturer. Slasher â€” Faith-hound and friend to Frentis. Blacktooth â€”
Faith-hound and friend to Illian. Ellora â€” Dancer and wife to Janril. Alturk â€” Tahlessa of the Grey Hawk
Clan. Mastek â€” Warrior of the Grey Hawk Clan. Verniers Alishe Someren â€” Imperial Chronicler. Vastir
â€” Overseer of the Pits, in the employ of Arklev. Belorath â€” Captain of the Sea Sabre. Orena Al Vardrian
â€” Lady to the Queen. Murel Al Harten â€” Lady to the Queen. Snowdance â€” A warâ€”cat. Allern Varesh
â€” Guardsman to House Mustor. Dendrish Hendrahl â€” Aspect of the Third Order. Mirvek Korvin â€”
Commander Volarian Garrison. Twenty-Seven â€” Kuritai, guard to Alucius. Cresia â€” Sister of the Seventh
Order. Inehla â€” Sister of the Seventh Order. Rhelkin â€” Brother of the Seventh Order. Rensial â€”
Horsemaster and Brother of the Sixth Order. Slasher â€” Faith-Hound and friend to Frentis. Blacktooth â€”
Faith-Hound and friend to Illian. Belorath â€” Meldenean Captain of the Sea Sabre. Iveles Maxtor Seliesen
â€” son to Emeren. Lieza â€” a slave. Hirkan of the Red Axe â€” Champion to the Othra mountain tribe.
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The Brothers of the Sixth Order are devoted to battle, and Vaelin will be trained and hardened to the austere,
celibate, and dangerous life of a Warrior of the Faith. He has no family now save the Order. He cherishes the
memory of his mother, and what he will come to learn of her at the Order will confound him. His father, too,
has motives that Vaelin will come to understand. But one truth overpowers all the rest: Vaelin Al Sorna is
destined for a future he has yet to comprehend. A future that will alter not only the realm, but the world. Plot
Summary Edit The framing device follows the Hope-Killer , as Vaelin is known, who is an adult prisoner of
war of the southern nation , being transported to a duel at the behest of his captors. A duel to the death
everyone believes he will lose. He is being transported alongside a historian who begins to chronicle his life
story. Vaelin is unceremoniously dumped by his father on the steps of the Sixth Order when he is ten and his
beloved mother has just died of an illness. He endures some of the most brutal training in warfare imaginable
to become a warrior monk. He must survive seven years and seven deadly tests that weed out the weak and the
morally unfit to become a full Brother. Even as a novice, he survives assassination attempts, foils the attempt
to murder one of the leaders of another order , falls in love with a Sister in the healing order , befriends a
heretic with magical powers , and fights a crime lord with less pleasant magical powers. These trials forge
Vaelin and the novices in his group into true brothers-in-arms. Eventually, he falls under the sway of the
brilliant but ruthless King , who schemes to pass on a stable and economically secure realm to his well
meaning but seemingly ineffectual heir. As a Brother, he must go on campaigns against some rebellious
heretics and a usurping Lord , during which he learns that he may have a magical gift himself, something that
is explicitly against the national religion. That gift, the titular Blood Song, will guide him to his righteous fate
if he learns to control it. Before long the King turns his envious gaze on the rich southern nations. In the heat
of battle, Vaelin kills the heir to the nation, a man known as The Hope ; giving Vaelin the unwanted title of
Hope-Killer for the rest of his life. During this time he deals with an outbreak of a lethal plague and tries to
develop his gift. At the end of the war, he surrenders the city and himself under the condition that his people,
including the woman that he loves, are allowed to leave. Throughout all this, he is confronted with two great
mysteries. Does there exist a Seventh Order of their Faith, and is it good or evil? What are the malevolent
spirits that throughout his life have tried to kill him? Malevolent spirits that can possess the bodies of the
living, even one of his closest friends. If Vaelin wins, a southern noble will be returned. After so many years
in solitary confinement, can he really win this duel? Vaelin walks away to freedom.
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John Morber May 28th, at 1: You should charge more though. Its worth alot more then your asking. Any
publisher would have released it hardbound. It is that good. Angel No he up there with David Eddings.
Reading then getting his audio book and just lost my self. I hope to get more Slab stories done when Tower
Lord is out of the way. Stay tunedâ€¦ Patricia Foran May 28th, at 7: I have just finished the first two Slab
stories, have purchased the third and plan to spend a great afternoon reading it. Rest assured, I will be waiting
for all of your future publications. Keep up the great work. Mark May 31st, at Freakin good story brother,
freakin goodâ€¦. I burn thru 1 or 2 books a week long bus commute downtown! Darryl June 30th, at 7: I told
my wife the exact same thing yesterday. Just started the search to find out when the next book will be released
when I found this site. I am reading about 2 books a week. The Kindel has changed my access to reading and
finding books like this and keeps me coming back to look for more great books. When I finish a book like this
it is almost depressing ready for the story to continue , will wait anxiously for the next one! Agree completely
that this would make a great mini-series! Christian Jones June 1st, at 8: The last time all 3 of us read a book
together was the Hunger Games. Jim June 6th, at 8: One of my major challenges is finding new content that is
genuinely enjoyable. Keep up the good work. Natalie June 11th, at 2: Eagerly awaiting the next book in the
series! Andrew Peschar June 13th, at I think you have created a unique character in an engaging world. I was
disappointed to come to the end and I will be as keenly awaiting the next in the series. Thanks for the great
read. David Blood song was great. When will book 2 come out? You just need to proofread a little better.
Thank you and God Bless. Chris June 15th, at It sounded interesting so I took a chance. Characters are
interesting and authentic; the plot is perfectly complex and engaging; the narration and style was fresh and
effective. Anthony Ryan many thanks Chris â€” just waiting for the life changing money to arrive, no sign of
it yet though. Being an avid fantasy reader sucks sometimes. I feel like I should add release dates to my
calendar just so I have something to look forward to like birthdays, holidays or events. Like Chris Tower Lord
has now been added to my evergrowing list. Congrats on a truly great book! Daniel June 15th, at On par with
anything I have read recently. Complex and new enough to keep me interested from start to finish. Cynthia
Just finished Blood Song and absolutely loved it. Best of luck with your self published venture! I think your
future is bright. Casey Sletten June 21st, at 5: All the praise is well deserved above, and I beleive the money
will come. The book was inspiring, and even pulled my wife in as I would describe the sereis to her after
reading. Hold out for a Showtime deal, when the decide they want a story to grab new subscibers. I truely
believe this story is that good. My luck favro you. Anthony Ryan Thanks Casey. Joe gorecki Blood song is
great. Laurel Just finished Blood Song and was completely enveloped in the story. Chris Smith July 6th, at I
just wanted to write a quick note to tell you how much I enjoyed reading Blood Song. It was truly a well
thought out and well written story. Many authors can do one of those, few can do both successfully but you
have accomplished it. I look forward to the enjoying the rest of the tale.
9: Raven's Shadow Audiobooks - Listen to the Full Series | www.enganchecubano.com
Queen of Fire is the New York Times bestselling final novel in the Raven's Shadow series, which began with the
critically acclaimed Blood Song.
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